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Crimea Church-Planting Project:  Completion of Project Review 
 

Objective  

Having come to the end of the official three-year period for the church planting (CP) 
project in Crimea Ukraine, the purpose of this report is to give a quantitative and 
qualitative assessment of what has been accomplished. This report has been structured 
to give a concise explanation and summary of results. 

Background & Timeline 

After a lengthy development process, the Crimea CP project was officially launched in 
January of 2010. There were initially 10 church plants as part of the project, but the 
stated intention was to grow that number to 18 over the next three years. 

Phased Approach 

The Crimea CP project was the first NLI project to embrace a phased approach 
whereby new church plants were added to the project as they became ready (and also 
as new partner churches became available). The net result of this phased approach was 
to see more churches planted over a longer period of time.    

In a phased-approach, all church plants receive the same minimum three years of 
assistance, but the actual timing of that three-year period varies for different church 
plants. The net effect is to stretch the project beyond the three-year timeframe to 4 or 5 
years.  

National Partners  

The Crimea CP project was also unique in that it was the first NLI CP project to 
include several different denominational streams or unions in a single project.    The 
main group of churches that we partnered with in Crimea was the Free Churches 
Union of Evangelical Christians, which is a Pentecostal/Charismatic group. The main 
regional leader (Bishop) - Yuri Seleznyov - pastors the largest church in Sevastopol 
and is seen as a progressive leader in the region. Other national partners in the project 
included two charismatic unions and a Baptist stream.     

Key Partners & Operations Center 

We are extremely grateful to every one of our partner churches that have contributed 
to the Crimea CP project in supporting their respective church planters and all aspects 
of the project. We are also grateful to Martin Webster and AOSF who have also helped 
to support field staff salaries for Sergey Smolyar (Project Director) and Alexei 
Zakrevsky (Mission Coordinator and Administrator). These roles were absolutely 
critical to the successful operation of the project. 

Christian Life Assembly in Langley, BC, Canada has served the project as an 
‘Operational Center’ working closely with the NLI team and being fully-engaged in 
both the development and execution of the project. CLA’s representative for the 
project, Peter Paluch, served as the Project Manager with great energy, diligence and 
love for our Crimean brothers.  

Muslim Impact   



One of the compelling factors that drew NLI to the Crimea region was the concern 
over the growing influence of Islam in the region. The Tatars are an indigenous 
Muslim group that view Crimea as their homeland and after being ousted during 
WWII they are coming back to re-claim their land. Arab nations poured huge 
resources to build about 300 mosques in the past 10 years.   

In response to this, our Crimean evangelicals formed a unified front and purposed to 
plant churches throughout the region. They are especially passionate about establishing 
churches among the Tatar people. To become relevant to the Tatar culture, the church 
leaders are proactively seeking ways to be effective. Some of which include bringing 
in Muslim experts and people gifted in such a ministry.  

Reaching Tatars proved to be challenging due to the culture but we were very 
encouraged to see the Lord already working amongst the Muslim people before our 
church planters even arrived on the scene. We saw some leaders reach the community 
in a relevant way – by wearing traditional dress, creating Tatar worship, and using 
appropriate names for God that were clearly understood. 

Quantitative Growth 

 At the completion point of the project, there are close to 400 people gathering 
together in 14 church plants.  We estimate that there has been an average growth 
of 30% over the period of 3 years. That represents over 100 persons that have been 
brought into faith in Christ and have become connected to the Body.   

While not all the church plants were started at the beginning of the project, there has 
been overall growth in all the church plants as a result of this endeavor. While we have 
observed overall growth in the project, the individual growth has varied.   Some places 
grew as much as 300%. (Interestingly Annovka was not on the church planting list but 
God saw to it’s growth by a series of miraculous circumstances.)  Other places have 
experienced moderate 10-20% growth. Considering that the majority of the Christian 
world consists of small congregations, such small percentage growth is still significant 
and we are grateful for it. 

Qualitative Impact  

Perhaps the most impressive impact this project has had is ever growing missions 
awareness right across the unions. The missionary activity is encouraging. Armyansk 
church, pastored by Sergey and Galina Smolyar (Crimea Director of the project), has 
flags of nations permanently displayed in the sanctuary. Each of these flags represents 
their commitment, and ministry to nations that we as Westerners would have difficulty 
accessing.  There are missions teams regularly sent from these churches to India, 
Moldova, Kazakhstan, Russia, Nepal, and many other nations. This interest in 
missions is also of a local nature. There are missions training programs offered 
regularly to train and equip members to reach nearby communities right outside of 
their town.  

It is also encouraging to see the increased level of unity amongst pastors and leaders 
of different streams. Many of the region’s pastors now meet regularly for times of 
prayer and fasting to appeal to the Lord for an outpouring of His presence and glory in 
Crimea. Such state is not a norm in many places in the region.  The nature of the 
project required various groups coming together and they all did it gladly realizing the 
benefit of such an arrangement. The project included 4 groups comprising of 
Pentecostal, Charismatic, and Baptist.   



Another very important outcome of the project has been the social and moral impact 
on the local community. In the initial CP training, church planters were trained and 
strongly encouraged in a ‘missions approach’ to church planting, which means 
engaging with their local communities at every level and thus bringing the presence of 
Christ. In Annovka this transformation happened through the believers buying 
livestock and providing running water for the whole community. 

Advanced Leadership Training Conferences (ALTC) 

Throughout 2009 - 2011, we conducted six leadership conferences for pastors, local 
church leaders, and church planters. Those in attendance represented many different 
groups and denominations. The conference venues provided a much needed “relax and 
receive” environment, which blessed them and offered a break from their busy 
schedules. 

The ALTC training model incorporated both instructional teaching and interactive 
sessions to help delegates integrate the materials being taught. Conference themes 
dealt with leadership subjects such as developing a vision, team building, etc. There 
was also great emphasis placed on impacting communities. 

Church Planter Training Events  

Since the launch of the project, there have been close to 20 church planter training 
events, which were sometimes combined with the Advanced Leadership Training 
Conferences. These events dealt specifically with church planting within the context of 
their respective communities. The interactive approach to this training made it very 
effective. Trainers have been made up of NLI and CLA staff, pastors from partner 
churches, and key Crimean pastors. The CP training events have proven to be very 
popular and there have been an increasing number of people wanting to attend.  

Short-term Mission Teams  

Short-term mission teams from the partner churches have been the backbone of 
connection and proved a huge blessing and encouragement to the church planters and 
their young congregations. To date, there have been close to 30 such teams and 
approximately 200 people have visited the project.   

These numbers are lower than we had hoped for, and in some cases, church planters 
did not receive a mission team for various reasons. In addition to being involved in the 
normal kinds of mission team activities – building relationships with unbelievers, 
front-line evangelism, children and youth outreach, etc. – each team was also 
encouraged to undertake a local ‘bless the community’ type of project. There are many 
examples of how such initiatives have broken down relational barriers and generated 
tremendous goodwill for the church planters in their community. An example of this is 
the purchasing and installing of children’s playgrounds by several teams in different 
areas. In some cases this was the only playground in that community, and that was 
greatly appreciated by all. 

Summary 

We are very encouraged with the early results of the CP project in Crimea and look for 
more great reports as the project continues to grow. As our current plan states, we want 
to continue to extend the project until all the church partners have completed their 
commitment. As we look to the future, we will consider introducing the 



“Transformation” theme into the Crimea region. The current project has allowed us to 
develop an excellent partnership and relationship with the Crimea leadership, which 
should serve as a good foundation from which to launch future projects in the region. 

Finally, we also want to thank again all those who put in effort and resources to make 
this project a success. Most of all, we give all the glory to God for all that He has done. 

 

Sergei and Galina Smolyar – project directors, Viktoria and Yuri Seleznyov – leaders 
of the largest Pentecostal Union in Crimea, Peter Paluch – project manager.   


